Cell-Targeted Self-Assembled DNA Nanostructures
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The ability to organize materials is a core goal of bionanotechnology. Biomedically relevant examples include the organization of cells into predictable architectures on surfaces1−3 and the delivery of diverse molecules to cells.4 Cell surface engineering5 seeks to localize nanoscale materials such as proteins,6 carbon nanotubes,7 synthetic bioactive polymers,8 vault nanoparticles,9 and polyelectrolyte multilayer patches10 onto cellular membranes. Cells have been assembled into microtissues using DNA-mediated interactions.10 DNA scaffolds, which are nanoarrays built from repeating DNA motifs, have been used for multicomponent interactions11 to position small peptides,12 streptavidin,13,14 antibodies15,16 and inorganic materials17,18 on the array surface into controlled networks and to detect proteins,19,20 DNA,21 and RNA.22 We demonstrate how self-assembled DNA arrays can be directed to the surface of cells, first through biotin−streptavidin interactions and second through specific antibody−cell surface interactions. The versatile cargo-carrying ability of arrays for directing cell-surface interactions, cell−cell bridging, and positioning multiple cells onto a DNA fabric is explored.

DNA nanoarrays provide a number of strategies to specifically label cell surfaces with functionalized micrometer-sized patches, deliver materials to cell surfaces, and engineer cell/cell networks. The porous and periodic nature of the DNA material could be useful for tissue engineering. Functionalized nanoarrays could be used for cancer cells screening, control of stem cell fate, and controlled activation of immune response.

We present two strategies for attaching hexagonal DNA arrays to human cells. First, biotin-modified arrays were bound to biotinylated cancer cells using streptavidin (STV) as a bridging component. Second, biotin-modified arrays attached to antibodies were bound to native epidermal growth factor receptors (EGFRs) expressed on certain cancer cells using STV and antibodies as bridging components. Arrays were assembled from three ssDNA strands (Figure 1a) into hexagonal units repeated every 30 nm (Figure 1b,c) and into extended networks spanning several micrometers (Figure 1d).23−26 DNA arrays were visualized using the fluorescent nucleotide labeling system ULYSIS Alexa Fluor 488 (Figure 2b). An STV HiLyte Fluor 555 (STV-555) conjugate was immobilized on top of the three-point-star motifs in the arrays through the biotin on the middle thymine in the first T3 repeat of the 72 nucleotide long strand localized in the center of the star junction (Figure 1a). This resulted in a minimum separation of 17.5 nm between STVs (Figure 2a). Fluorescence from the covalently bound Alexa Fluor 488 colocalized with STV-555 fluorescence (Figure 2b,c). Further verification that STV was bound at high density onto the biotinylated DNA arrays was obtained using atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Figure 2d). Although a biotin was present on every three-point-star motif (Figure 1b), STV molecules were detected on only a subset of these (Figure 2d) because some biotins were inaccessible to the STVs. We further note that a DNA bilayer25,26 containing STV molecules was observed (Figure 2d), possibly because the flexible array folded over onto itself and was bridged by STV.

The first strategy for attaching DNA arrays to cells involves a nonspecific route using lysine-reactive biotin. Here, primary amines of membrane-bound proteins on the surface of Jurkat cells were reacted with membrane-impermeable NHS-biotin. The coverage of biotins on the Jurkat cell surface was confirmed by mixing biotinylated cells with STV-modified DNA arrays (Figure 3b) and incubated with STV-modified DNA arrays labeled with YOYO 1 on a mica surface (10 µm scale bar). The treatment of biotinylated Jurkat cells with STV-modified DNA arrays resulted in larger numbers of arrays bound to biotinylated Jurkat cells than the alternative scheme in which biotinylated cells were bound to the outside of biotinylated Jurkat cells, as observed using 565 nm (orange) fluorescence (Figure 3a). The treatment of biotinylated Jurkat cells with STV-modified DNA arrays resulted in larger numbers of arrays bound to biotinylated cells than the alternative scheme in which biotinylated cells were bound to the outside of biotinylated Jurkat cells, as observed using 565 nm (orange) fluorescence (Figure 3a). The treatment of biotinylated Jurkat cells with STV-modified DNA arrays resulted in larger numbers of arrays bound to biotinylated cells than the alternative scheme in which biotinylated cells were bound to the outside of biotinylated Jurkat cells, as observed using 565 nm (orange) fluorescence (Figure 3a).

Figure 1. Assembly of fluorescent DNA hexagonal arrays. (a) Diagram of the biotinylated three-point-star monomer used to form the DNA arrays. (b) Diagram of an 18 unit biotinylated hexagonal DNA array (30 nm scale bar). (c) AFM image of a biotinylated hexagonal DNA array (100 nm scale bar). (d) Biotinylated hexagonal DNA arrays labeled with YOYO 1 on a mica surface (10 µm scale bar).
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array bound per cell (Figure 3a,c). By superposing fluorescence and differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy-based images, we observed examples of one or two arrays bound to a single cell (Figure 3c,d), an array bridging two cells (Figure 3e), and free arrays (Figure 3b). The existence of free arrays (17.9% of the total array count) and unbound cells was most likely due to incomplete mixing, excess cells, or excess STV. Free STV may interfere by passivating some cells against binding, thereby decreasing the efficiency of binding arrays to cells. Also, aggregation of arrays may occur during partial STV coating.

Our second strategy for directing DNA arrays to cancer cells builds on the previous strategy but uses interactions between cell-specific surface proteins and their antibodies. This approach provides a basis for directing the assembly of distinct cell types through the use of various cell-specific surface markers. EGFRs are overexpressed on the surface of many human cancer cells, at levels of up to 10^6 per cell.27,28 Here we used two EGFR-expressing cell lines (HEK 293T and HeLa) and one nonexpressing control cell line (Jurkat)28 along with a mouse EGFR antibody (Ab) with a biotin coupled within the constant region, enabling attachment to STV–DNA arrays. EGFR expression was confirmed with mouse anti-EGFR Ab’s (528 IgG)29 and a secondary goat anti-mouse Ab labeled with Alexa Fluor 488 (Figures S3–S5 in the SI).

Ab’s were first added to STV arrays and then combined with (nonbiotinylated) cells by mixing for 1–2 h at room temperature at 50–100 rpm. Figure 4a shows a field view of HEK 293T cells attached to DNA arrays through the EGFR Ab. Again we observed both one and two arrays bound per cell as well as a single array bridging two cells (Figure 4c–f). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) also showed attachment of DNA structures to HEK 293T cells (Figure 4b and Figure S6 in the SI). Jurkat cells lacking EGFRs did not attach to Ab DNA arrays (Figure S7 in the SI). Also, arrays not treated with the Ab did not bind to HEK 293T cells (Figure S8 in the SI).

DNA arrays bound to Ab’s also attach to HeLa cells containing EGFRs (Figure 5). A field-view confocal microscopy image shows numerous arrays attached to HeLa cells (Figure 5a). Again, partial STV coating may have caused aggregate formation (Figure 5a). Presumably the bulky size of the aggregates impairs diffusion, hindering their binding to the cell surfaces. With excess EGFR Ab’s, both arrays and cells contained Ab’s, and therefore, the binding efficiency was further decreased by passivation. An excess of cells over arrays may cause a lower percentage of cells to bind to arrays (Figure 4a). We observed multiple small arrays bound to a cell...
and larger arrays bridging many cells, as with the two previous cell lines (Figure 5a–e, Figure S10 in the SI). Binding of DNA–biotin–STV arrays to EGFRs of HeLa cells did not occur when the arrays were not coupled to Ab’s (Figure S9 in the SI).

Micron-sized DNA–biotin–STV–Ab arrays appear capable of binding to and enveloping multiple cells (Figure 5b and Figures S11 and S6h in the SI). Thus, interactions mediated by DNA patches, allowing the location of tethered small molecules, detection. It is possible to uniquely color fluorescent multifunctional and large numbers of Ab’s would likely be required for efficient bridging of cells. Arrays optimized to uniquely bind multiple surfaces could form the framework for organizing cells on surfaces and 3D matrices, such as the assemblies shown with hydrogels, collagen networks, and patterns using DNA-coated AFM cantilevers. The generic biotin–STV modification allows a variety of biomolecules, such as peptides or aptamers, to be anchored to arrays, which might serve to identify or induce the fate of stem cells. Further, since DNA networks can be systematically varied in size, it is possible to identify various cells by both the size and color of the fluorescent DNA patches. This could potentially be used for cancer-cell screening. Having many fluorophores positioned very closely to each other on a DNA scaffold enhances the sensitivity to the lower-intensity light used for array detection. It is possible to uniquely color fluorescent multifunctional DNA patches, allowing the location of tethered small molecules, nanoparticles, or other cargo to be identified.

In conclusion, we have illustrated the specific attachment of periodic 2D DNA arrays to cells using two different methods involving biotin–streptavidin and specific antibody–cell surface interactions, as visualized by fluorescence, confocal microscopy, and SEM. A large number of repeating units in a hexagonal DNA array provide an opportunity for loading many copies of identical or different molecules for cellular delivery or interconnection of cells. The assembly strategy is simple and effective, although the preparation of more monodisperse arrays as well as control of the organization, density, and purification of specific biomolecule couplings is required for more complicated applications.
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